
Retro

THE COOL 
SIDE OF YOU



Less complicated. More pleasant. We understand you. You want to live a quality life, have time for 
yourself and the things that make you happy. Therefore, you also 
expect a good user experience when doing household chores such 
as cooking, doing laundry or caring for your home and family.
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We are developing practical solutions that make your everyday 
life less complicated and more pleasant. We know how to take 
care of important details. Our appliances are practical and at the 
same time useful. But most of all, they are very human. They bring 
you comfortable quality, surprise you with original solutions and 
create more cosiness at home. They are nicely designed, durable 
and reliable. Every single day, they offer you a simple and
energy-efficient way to the desired results.

In a busy everyday schedule, with too many things to do and 
not enough time, Gorenje appliances enable you to live your life 
according to your values – to live well, be satisfied,
and stay healthy.

Welcome to Gorenje. Welcome to life, beautiful and free.

gorenje.co.uk
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Vintage design, with a long list of colours to choose from, 
makes this refrigerator one of the highlights of your home. 
As a design item you can easily place it anywhere you like. 
Perhaps in your romantic kitchen, in your chic urban nest, 
even your funky loft. Each Retro refrigerator is striking, boasts 
optimal storage configurations, and all the features one would 
expect from a high-end appliance. Whatever the colour, these 
modern icons are an instant hit wherever they pop up.

You can choose your iconic refrigerator from a range of 
romantic, chic and funky colours.

THE COOL SIDE
OF YOU
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Advanced technology in the refrigerators emulates the natural 
process of ionization to keep the food fresh longer. Negatively 
charged ions generated by the appliance continuously refresh 
the air to mimic a natural microclimate, thus creating the ideal 
environment for fresh food. The MultiFlow 360° ventilation 
system evenly distributes the ionized air through 14 ventilation 
slots to maintain constant temperature on every shelf.

IonAir with MultiFlow 3600

Ideal microclimate on every shelf

Advanced fan system with dynamic cooling evenly distributes 
the ionized air and equalizes the temperature throughout the 
entire refrigerator. Air enriched with extra negative ions mimics 
the natural microclimate that keeps the food fresh for longer. 
Moreover, any type of food can be placed on any shelf in the 
fridge as there are no temperature differences.

IonAir with DynamiCooling
Even temperature distribution in the
refrigerator compartment
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One of the best cooling systems in the market, installed in 
the freezer compartment, prevents the accumulation of ice 
and frost to keep the power consumption low, while in the 
refrigerator compartment, it maintains an ideal microclimate 
for fresh food. Circulation of ionized air prevents the food from 
drying out and retains its vitamins and minerals.

NoFrost Plus
No more tedious defrosting

FrostLess
Less ice, more energy saving

Improved insulation effectively reduces the accumulation of 
frost on the food and ice in the appliance interior. This means 
less tedious defrosting and a lower electricity bill.

This smart system was devised to maintain the optimum 
temperature in the refrigerator regardless of its use. As a 
result, the food remains fresh and rich with vitamins as it is not 
exposed to thermal shocks caused by frequent opening of the 
refrigerator door.

AdaptTech
A refrigerator that recognizes your habits

InverterCompressor are more silent, have a longer useful life and 
they are more economical compared to those with a conventional 
compressor. Whenever the temperature in the fridge interior rises 
as a result of door opening, the inverter compressor delivers rapid 
and effective cooling to prevent the food from spoiling.

Inverter Compressor
Steady, silent, and durable
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The intensive cooling function drops the refrigerator 
temperature by nearly a half of its usual. Ideal for rapid 
cooling of food after major shopping trips.

The drawer with the lowest temperature in the refrigerator is ideal 
for storing meat, fish, fruit, and vegetables. It will preserve the 
food’s freshness, aroma, colour, and flavour for much longer.

The drawer with temperature around 0 °C is ideal for storing fresh 
or marinated meat, fish and seafood. It extends the freshness of 
delicate food and keeps its natural juiciness and nutrients.

SuperCool
Rapid cooling after weekly shopping

FreshZone drawer
Fresh as if straight from nature

ZeroZone drawer
Fresh as if straight from the sea

CrispZone is one of the largest fruit and vegetables bins in the 
market. Low temperature and the option to adjust the humidity 
extend the freshness of your produce.

CrispZone drawer featuring 
HumidityControl
Just like garden-fresh
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An especially practical mechanism which allows 
movement of shelves up and down.

Rapid freezing at extremely low temperatures. The shock-
approach preserves all nutrients and the flavour of the food.

Power saving LED lighting fixtures the form of a strip are 
highly energy-efficient, have a notably longer useful life 
and consume less power.

In case of prolonged absence, the fridge can be set to operate 
in power-saving mode as the door is closed all the time.

This freezer compartment drawer is the largest in the 
appliance and it is ideal for storing large items like a 
turkey, several pizzas, or even cakes.

The multi-purpose bin with a cover in the refrigerator door 
can be used for storing cheese, onions, and other food 
with a pungent smell. It keeps the food fresh and protects 
it from drying, while the silicone cover can be used as an 
egg or ice tray.

Sliding shelves for quick and easy access to food, 
which hold up to 22 kg of food.

SimpleSlide shelves
For both tall and short bottles

XtremeFreeze drawer
Freezing in a flash

LedLight
Well-arranged and efficient fridge

EcoMode
Energy savings

XXL SpaceBox
Enough space to store a turkey

MultiBox
Multi-functional, practical boxTop energy efficiency

PullOut shelves
Easy access to food

Function inside the freezer for fast freezing of food, 
perfect for restocking.

FastFreeze
Rapid freezing

All Gorenje refrigerators are highly energy-efficient. 
Excellent thermal insulation and door sealing and 
electronic or mechanical control efficiently reduce power 
consumption. Gorenje A+++ refrigerators verified by the 
Energy Saving Trust cost less than £2 to run every month, 
or just £3 for A++.

(Based on ORB153, RF60309, ORK193, ONRK193. Figures are based 
on the EU Energy Label energy consumption. Average electricity price 
of 13.86p/kWh. Correct as of January 2016).
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Your life is a time with vision. You know what you’re after and 
similarly, what you don’t want. You expect a lot from yourself, 
so your living standards are high as well. You like perfection, 
flare; simply elegant lines where nothing is redundant.
 
You love minimalism. For you, the finest of details are the key 
to beautiful things beyond. Where everything is in its right 
place. Where your refined taste is the source of all the good 
things you do in life.

THE CHIC SIDE 
OF YOU
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You gather the pieces of the past, your past. Each has its own 
story, and they all breathe with you. You never feel lonely. 
You like new stories, new images, but seasoned with some 
sense of character. Simply romantic. Specific, select items for 
delicate wishes. Only the best will do for you.
 
You love comfort. You treat yourself to big pleasures, with 
pride. You know how to pamper yourself. You live your life as 
a lady. As a gentleman.

THE ROMANTIC 
SIDE OF YOU
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When you want to look up into the sky, you’re not about to let the 
ceiling get in your way. Imagination has immense powers. With a 
few sparks of it, your home becomes the ideal playground. That’s 
when you really start to enjoy your independence. Wherever you 
are the sky’s the limit, and everything you have is a part of you.

You love freedom. The adrenalin that comes with new sensations 
and experiences. The urge to learn and know takes you, drives 
you all over the world. Your life is a journey, and your dreams rich 
and vivid.

THE FUNKY SIDE
OF YOU
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Colour:

Door opening: Right // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency 1 compressor // Total gross/net volume: 260 / 254 l // Capacity of 
cooling compartment: gross/net: 235 / 229 l // Capacity of freezer compartment: 
gross/net: 25 / 25 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 2 kg / 24 h // Power cut 
safe time: 17 h

Control Mechanical control

Features IonAir with DynamiCooling

Equipment of refrigerator Egg/Ice bin: Egg/Ice bin: 1 x 7 // SimpleSlide 
height adjustable door shelves: 3 // Type of interior light: LED strip // 4 glass 
shelves // Bottle rack // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // 1 MultiBox container // 
CrispZone with HumidityControl: big vegetable drawer with humidity regulation 
// FreshZone drawer

Equipment of freezer 1 compartment with door for frozen food

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.33 kWh // Level of noise (max.): 
40 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 154 × 60 × 64 cm

ORB 153
Freestanding refrigerator with IceBox

ORB 153 GR
Colour: Lime Green

ORB 153 O
Colour: Juicy Orange

ORB 153 BK
Colour: Black

ORB 153 C
Colour: Cream

ORB 153 RD
Colour: Fiery Red

ORB 153 X
Colour: Silver

ORB 153 BL
Colour: Baby Blue

ORB 153 R
Colour: Burgundy

ORB 153 CO
Colour: Royal Coffee
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Colour:

Door opening: Left // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency 1 compressor // Total gross/net volume: 260 / 254 l // Capacity of 
cooling compartment: gross/net: 235 / 229 l // Capacity of freezer compartment: 
gross/net: 25 / 25 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 2 kg / 24 h // Power cut 
safe time: 17 h

Control Mechanical control

Features IonAir with DynamiCooling

Equipment of refrigerator Egg/Ice bin: Egg/Ice bin: 1 x 7 // SimpleSlide 
height adjustable door shelves: 3 // Type of interior light: LED strip // 4 glass 
shelves // Bottle rack // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // 1 MultiBox container // 
CrispZone with HumidityControl: big vegetable drawer with humidity regulation 
// FreshZone drawer

Equipment of freezer 1 compartment with door for frozen food

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.33 kWh // Level of noise (max.): 
40 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 154 × 60 × 64 cm

ORB 153-L
Freestanding refrigerator with IceBox

ORB 153 R-L
Colour: Burgundy

ORB 153 C-L
Colour: Cream

ORB 153 BK-L
Colour: Black

ORB 153 BL-L
Colour: Baby Blue

ORB 153 RD-L
Colour: Fiery Red
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Colour:

Door opening: Right // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency 1 compressor // Total gross/net volume: 296 / 294 l // Capacity of 
cooling compartment: gross/net: 231 / 229 l // Capacity of freezer compartment: 
gross/net: 65 / 65 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 4.5 kg / 24 h // Power cut 
safe time: 22 h

Control Mechanical control

Features Fan-assisted cooling in fridge // SuperCool // FastFreeze

Equipment of refrigerator Type of interior light: LED bulb // 4 glass shelves // 
Bottle rack // Dairy shelf // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // Flexible egg tray (12×) 
// Deep door two-partition bottle shelf // Large crisper drawer for vegetables and 
fruit

Equipment of freezer 1 compartment with door for frozen food // 1 wire shelf in 
freezer department // 1 ice tray

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.58 kWh // Level of noise (max.): 
38 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 173.4 × 60 × 64 cm

RF 60309
Freestanding fridge freezer

RF 60309 OCO
Colour: Royal Coffee

RF 60309 OC
Colour: Cream

RF 60309 OR
Colour: Burgundy

RF 60309 OX
Colour: Silver

RF 60309 OBK
Colour: Black
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Colour:

Door opening: Left // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency 1 compressor // Total gross/net volume: 296 / 294 l // Capacity of 
cooling compartment: gross/net: 231 / 229 l // Capacity of freezer compartment: 
gross/net: 65 / 65 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 4.5 kg / 24 h // Power cut 
safe time: 22 h

Control Mechanical control

Features Fan-assisted cooling in fridge // SuperCool // FastFreeze

Equipment of refrigerator Type of interior light: LED bulb // 4 glass shelves // 
Bottle rack // Dairy shelf // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // Flexible egg tray (12×) 
// Deep door two-partition bottle shelf // Large crisper drawer for vegetables and 
fruit

Equipment of freezer 1 compartment with door for frozen food // 1 wire shelf in 
freezer department // 1 ice tray

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.58 kWh // Level of noise (max.): 
38 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 173.4 × 60 × 64 cm

RF 60309-L
Freestanding fridge freezer

RF 60309 OC-L
Colour: Cream

RF 60309 OR-L
Colour: Burgundy

RF 60309 OBK-L
Colour: Black
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Colour:

Door opening: Right // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency // 1 compressor // Total gross/net volume: 326 / 322 l // 
Capacity of cooling compartment: gross/net: 229 / 227 l // Capacity of freezer 
compartment: gross/net: 97 / 95 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 4.5 kg / 24 
h // Power cut safe time: 30 h

Control Electronic control

Features AdaptTech cooling: Memorizing intelligent system // FrostLess: Less 
ice building in the freezer // IonAir with DynamiCooling // FastFreeze

Equipment of refrigerator Egg/Ice bin: Egg/Ice bin: 1 x 7 // SimpleSlide height 
adjustable door shelves: 2 // Type of interior light: LED strip // 4 glass shelves 
// Bottle rack // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // 1 MultiBox container // 
CrispZone with HumidityControl: big vegetable drawer with humidity regulation 
// FreshZone drawer

Equipment of freezer 1 XXL SpaceBox drawer // 2 drawers for freezing

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.42 kWh // Level of noise 
(max.): 40 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 194 × 60 × 64 cm

ORK 193
Freestanding fridge freezer

ORK 193 GR
Colour: Lime Green

ORK 193 O
Colour: Juicy Orange

ORK 193 BK
Colour: Black

ORK 193 C
Colour: Cream

ORK 193 RD
Colour: Fiery Red

ORK 193 X
Colour: Silver

ORK 193 BL
Colour: Baby Blue

ORK 193 R
Colour: Burgundy

ORK 193 CO
Colour: Royal Coffee
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Colour:

Door opening: Left // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency // 1 compressor // Total gross/net volume: 326 / 322 l // 
Capacity of cooling compartment: gross/net: 229 / 227 l // Capacity of freezer 
compartment: gross/net: 97 / 95 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 4.5 kg / 24 
h // Power cut safe time: 30 h

Control Electronic control

Features AdaptTech cooling: Memorizing intelligent system // FrostLess: Less 
ice building in the freezer // IonAir with DynamiCooling // FastFreeze

Equipment of refrigerator Egg/Ice bin: Egg/Ice bin: 1 x 7 // SimpleSlide height 
adjustable door shelves: 2 // Type of interior light: LED strip // 4 glass shelves 
// Bottle rack // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // 1 MultiBox container // 
CrispZone with HumidityControl: big vegetable drawer with humidity regulation 
// FreshZone drawer

Equipment of freezer 1 XXL SpaceBox drawer // 2 drawers for freezing

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.42 kWh // Level of noise 
(max.): 40 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 194 × 60 × 64 cm

ORK 193-L
Freestanding fridge freezer

ORK 193 C-L
Colour: Cream

ORK 193 BK-L
Colour: Black

ORK 193 R-L
Colour: Burgundy
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ONRK 193 C
Colour: Cream

ONRK 193 BL
Colour: Baby Blue

ONRK 193 R
Colour: Burgundy

ONRK 193 BK
Colour: Black

Colour:

Door opening: Right // Door material: Plastic // Climate class: SN, ST, N, T

Efficiency Inverter compressor // Total gross/net volume: 334 / 307 l // 
Capacity of cooling compartment: gross/net: 231 / 222 l // Capacity of freezer 
compartment: gross/net: 103 / 85 l // Freezing capacity in 24 hours: 8 kg / 24 h 
// Power cut safe time: 18 h

Control Type of display: LED // Sound alarm for open door // Sound and visual 
signal for high temperature in refrigerator: white signal

Features IonAir with MultiFlow 360 ° // AdaptTech cooling: Memorizing 
intelligent system // NoFrost Plus // SuperCool // FastFreeze // Saving 
programme EcoMode // XtremeFreeze: very intensive freezing in the upper 
freezer drawer

Equipment of refrigerator Egg/Ice bin: Egg/Ice bin: 1 x 7 // SimpleSlide height 
adjustable door shelves: 2 // Type of interior light: LED strip // 4 glass shelves 
// Bottle rack // Bottle shelf with fixed trap // 1 MultiBox container // 
CrispZone with HumidityControl: big vegetable drawer with humidity regulation 
// ZeroZone drawer

Equipment of freezer 1 XXL SpaceBox drawer // 2 drawers for freezing

Technical data Energy consumption kWh/24h: 0.46 kWh // Level of noise 
(max.): 42 dB(A)re 1 pW // Product dimensions (HxWxD): 194 × 60 × 64 cm

ONRK 193
Freestanding frost free fridge freezer
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ORB 153 RF 60309

ORK 193 ONRK 193
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GORENJE UK Ltd
Tuition House

27-37 St George’s Road
London

SW19 4EU

T 020 8247 39 80
F 020 8247 39 99

E info.uk@gorenje.com
www.gorenje.co.uk
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